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smitten with the scenic nature 
of northern california, a couple 
builds a contemporary house 
that celebrates its forested site. 

written by tate gunnerson / photography by joe fletcher

architecture / greg faulkner, faulkner architects
interior design / sarah jones, sarah jones design
home builder / jim morrison, jim morrison construction
landscape architecture / scott murase, murase associates, and erik neu, rock & rose, inc. 
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B
uying property was not on the agenda when 
new Jersey residents scott and claire mackin 
took their three sons on a ski trip to lake 
tahoe a few years ago. sometimes, however, 
life takes an unexpected turn. in this case, 

that turn was into martis camp, a 2,177-acre community 
near lake tahoe with trails, family-friendly amenities 
and homesites tucked away in a forest of pine and fir 
trees. “like everybody else who goes there, we were 
gobsmacked by this place,” claire explains. “it touched us 
in a way that was very emotional.”

six months after that first visit to martis camp, the 
mackins purchased a site and then turned to architect 
Greg faulkner to create their new retreat. “this house is 
all about the sun, the views and the wind,” says faulkner, 
who designed a concrete-and-steel structure clad with 

hot-rolled steel and cedar siding. lending to its distinctive 
appearance, about half of the house’s cedar was charred 
using a centuries-old Japanese technique called shou sugi 
ban. “the idea is that once wood burns, it’s less likely to 
burn again, so it’s somewhat fire-resistant,” claire explains. 
“it also has a beautiful patina with the texture of the char.” 

to create just the right look for the siding, the project’s 
builder, Jim morrison, and his crew burned sample boards 
and then compared the results. once the team and the 
mackins decided on the right color and texture, the boards 
were treated, installed and oiled. “it’s a really cool natural 
technique to get an interesting sheen and luster that will 
stand the test of time,” morrison says. 

according to faulkner, the home’s form is a direct 
response to its surroundings. “because it’s not a lush 
forest, there are these fragments of sky and landscape 

opposite: inspired by its wooded site, a contemporary house was designed by architect Greg faulkner with a central living 
area flanked by two-story wings. the central portion of the house, which was constructed by builder Jim morrison, features 

expansive windows by fleetwood windows & doors that frame views of the surrounding trees.  

Below: a travertine fireplace defines the living area, where a custom rug by tufenkian anchors a sofa and two armchairs, all by 
b&b italia from arkitektura. designer sarah Jones created the coffee table with glass and walnut on rusted-metal supports.



opposite: the kitchen includes custom-stained rift-cut oak cabinetry, fabricated by truckee river sash & door, and a polished luce de 
luna quartzite island countertop by walker Zanger. a three-canopy pendant by niche modern in new york distinguishes the adjacent 

breakfast area, which includes a table and chairs from design within reach. 

Below: faulkner combined rustic materials with a light and airy open floor plan. mottled concrete by calibrated concrete construction 
provides a backdrop for the staircase’s open walnut treads and blackened-steel frame fabricated by hunter metal forge & iron works. 
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that overlap and build a reciprocal relationship with each 
other,” says faulkner, who drew inspiration from the locale 
in giving the structure a single-story volume flanked by a 
pair of two-story wings. “the two-story wings create this 
reaching feeling much like the trees.” the architect housed 
the main living and dining areas in the central connector 
space—marked by floor-to-ceiling windows and a pair 
of sliding doors—and then positioned the kitchen, family 
room and guest bedrooms in one wing and the master 
bedroom suite, a study and art studio in another. “the 
h-shaped plan creates protected south-facing outdoor 
spaces,” says faulkner.

the generous use of windows frames majestic views 
and strengthens the connection with the surroundings. 
“it’s a see-through house,” claire says, noting that from 
the front walkway it’s possible to see into and beyond the 
glass walls of the centrally situated living area. “when it 
snows, it feels like you’re in a snow globe with the woods 

on one side and the mountains on the other side. there’s 
a blurring of the lines between the indoors and outdoors.”

the materials help to blur those lines, as well. while 
most of the main spaces have floors of rich walnut, an 
8-foot band of concrete marks the entry foyer’s floor and 
flows outside to anchor a covered terrace that overlooks 
a pool and a cultivated garden by landscape designer 
and artist scott murase. “there’s a yin and yang between 
the architecture and garden,” says murase, who, working 
with mark tilbe, created a simple square garden featuring 
a mound planted with strawberries, wildflowers and other 
native vegetation surrounded with gravel. encompassing 
the artful space, the rest of the property was designed and 
installed by landscape designer erik neu, who added red 
twig dogwood, yarrow and salvia to the site, as well as a 
grove of mature aspen trees for added privacy.

inside, the design’s palette consists mostly of neutral 
tones that complement the natural materials of the 

a forest of trees, primarily fir and 
pine, surrounds the home, which 
is set within martis camp, an idyllic 
community near the ski slopes of lake 
tahoe. concrete, steel and cedar—
some charred with a shou sugi ban 
technique—mark the exterior. 

a terrace positioned just off the living area offers an alfresco spot to gather. adirondack chairs by loll 
designs, purchased from design within reach, provide seating around a custom fire pit, which was made  
by hunter metal forge & iron works. the house’s roof is by class a roofing in incline Village, nevada.



a gray leather chair, paired with its 
matching ottoman—both by minotti 
from arkitektura—swivels to take 
advantage of conversation in the 
living area or views through the 
sliding doors toward the terrace. 
the floor lamp is by circa lighting.
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above: a brass-and-glass light 
fixture by lindsey adelman studio 

makes a sculptural statement 
above a dining table and chairs, 

both by desiron. faulkner 
designed a custom cedar screen 
to create a sense of separation 

between the central foyer and the 
living area without obstructing the 

flow of light through the space. 

right: a blown-glass light fixture  
by bocci in the entry foyer 

produces a glow when viewed 
from outside at night. with a 

copper wire that can be twisted  
into different shapes, it also  

serves as a sculptural element.  
the built-in bench below is  

made of walnut. 
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Below left: a sliding glass door connects the 
light-filled family room to an exterior deck. a 

womb chair from design within reach stands 
inside, where a secto design pendant hangs 

above a custom built-in daybed.

Below right: Just off the living area’s 
fireplace, faulkner designed a west-facing 

space appointed with windows by fleetwood 
windows & doors that offers a thoughtful 

glimpse of the trees outside.

the art studio features the same 
wide-plank walnut flooring from 
above & beyond Flooring as 
the rest of the structure’s living 
areas. dome pendants by rezek, 
a division of artemide, illuminate a 
restoration hardware table.
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in the master bathroom, a 
le soleil suspension lamp 
by foscarini from lightology 
hovers above the room. a 
freestanding barcelona tub 
by Victoria + albert pairs with 
a Kallista tub filler, both from 
ferguson. the shower is clad 
with black vein-cut travertine 
from creative design interiors 
in reno, nevada.

a large blackened-steel fireplace 
defines the master bedroom. Jones 
designed the walnut bed with 
built-in side tables and covered 
the headboard with a Kravet fabric. 
the gray-and-white-upholstered 
chair is by Viccarbe from lepere in 
new york, and the george nelson 
pendant in the window is from 
design within reach. 

architecture. touches of color brought in through the 
upholstery echo the wildflowers and lichen found on the 
property. “we wanted a peaceful and serene space that 
referenced the site,” explains claire, a former designer  
and amateur artist, who was closely involved throughout 
the project and collaborated on the finishes with faulkner 
and designer sarah Jones, with whom she also worked to 
select furnishings. “the house is a piece of art in itself that 
doesn’t need a lot of decoration.” 

indeed, faulkner designed cedar-slatted screens 
to help define spaces within the house’s open plan 
and brought the hot-rolled steel inside to highlight an 
industrial-style staircase and the living area’s commanding 
fireplace. for the latter, the whole design team and claire 
came together to finesse the proportions of the item, 
which is topped with striking slabs of travertine. “Getting  
it to look like one cohesive piece was quite an ordeal,  
but it’s the focal point of the room and a very important 
piece of the puzzle,” Jones says. 

other important elements in the home are the sculptural 
light fixtures selected to play off the clean-lined furniture 
throughout. “there is not a lot of wall space for art, so we 
went the extra mile to find fixtures that were pieces of art 
in and of themselves,” explains Jones, who also custom-
designed the living area’s hefty coffee table and a walnut bed 
for the master. in the dining area, for instance, an arresting 
lindsey adelman studio fixture makes a statement while 
allowing light to pass through unobstructed. in the front entry, 
a handblown-glass globe pendant hangs in front of a floor-to-
ceiling window, creating a welcoming glow from the exterior. 
“it’s magical at night when the house is lit,” claire says. 

during construction of their west coast pied-à-terre, the 
mackins moved from new Jersey to london. despite their 
much longer commute to the home, the couple have no 
regrets about the project. “it can take us 20 hours door-
to-door, but it’s worth it,” claire says. “this was a decision 
of the heart. when you’re buying land, that’s not always 
smart, but we’ve never looked back.”  
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